Mal-deficiency impairs the tolerogenicity of dendritic cell of patients with allergic rhinitis.
The tolerogenic dendritic cell dysfunction is associated with the pathogenesis of immune diseases. Microbial stimulus is required in the maintenance of immune functions. This study aims to elucidate the role of Mal signal in the maintenance of DEC205+ DC (decDC) immune tolerogenic function. In this study, peripheral DCs were collected from allergic rhinitis (AR) patients and healthy control (HC) subjects to assess the functional status of decDCs. An AR murine model was developed to test the role of Mal signals in the maintenance of decDCs' functions. We observed that AR decDCs (decDCs obtained from AR patients) were incompetent in the induction of type 1 regulatory T cells (Tr1 cells). AR decDCs expressed less IL-10 than that in HC decDCs. IL-10 mRNA decayed spontaneously in AR decDCs. Tat-activating regulatory DNA-binding protein-43 (TDP43) protected IL-10 mRNA from decay. AR decDCs expressed lower levels of Mal than that in HC decDCs. Mal depletion resulted in IL-10 mRNA decay in HC decDCs. Reconstitution of Mal in AR decDCs restored the capacity of inducing Tr1 cells and attenuated experimental AR in mice. In conclusion, Mal plays a critical role in the maintenance of decDC's immune tolerogenic function. The absence or insufficient Mal signal impairs decDC's tolerogenic property. Reconstitution of Mal in AR decDCs can restore the immune tolerogenic capacity, which may have translational potential in the treatment of AR and other allergic diseases.